It ends with us
by Colleen Hoover
After building what should be a perfect life with neurosurgeon Ryle
Kincaid, Lily finds herself in a troubled relationship with an abusive
husband and must make a decision about her future, as she
reencounters Atlas Corrigan, a man with links to her past.

Red, white & royal blue : a novel
by Casey McQuiston
After an international incident affects U.S. and British relations, the
president's son Alex and Prince Henry must pretend to be best
friends, but as they spend time together, the two begin a secret
romance that could derail a presidential campaign.

The flatshare
by Beth O'Leary
Entering a flatshare arrangement with a man on an opposite work
shift, a heartbroken woman begins exchanging notes with the
roommate she has never met and becomes his best friend, and
possibly soulmate, through their correspondence.

The hating game
by Sally Thorne
Resolving to achieve professional success without compromising her
ethics, Lucy embarks on a ruthless game of one-upmanship against
cold and efficient nemesis Joshua, a rivalry that is impossibly
complicated by her growing attraction to him.
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No offense : a novel

Party of two

by Meg Cabot

by Jasmine Guillory

A sequel to No Judgments finds a broken-hearted Molly relocating to
a library in the Florida Keys before the discovery of an abandoned
newborn leads to an unexpected partnership with an arrogant town
sheriff.

Going against her better judgement, LA lawyer Olivia Monroe
secretly starts dating a hotshot junior senator until their romance is
made public and her life falls under intense media scrutiny,
jeopardizing everything.

500 miles from you : a novel

Boyfriend material

by Jenny Colgan

by Alexis J. Hall

Suffering PTSD after helping the victim of a terrible crime, a London
nurse switches places with an army veteran paramedic in the
Scottish Highlands, putting the pair in constant contact as their
friendship blossoms.

Fabricating a respectable relationship with a man with whom he
shares nothing in common when his rock-star father’s comeback
leads to unwanted attention, Luc stages publicity-friendly dates that
become complicated by all-too-real feelings.

Spoiler alert : a novel

Beach read

by Olivia Dade

by Emily Henry

When her viral fan-fiction leads to a disastrous publicity-stunt date
with her celebrity crush, a talented plus-sized writer discovers that
the actor secretly writes his own popular fan-fiction against studio
rules.

An acclaimed but blocked literary master and a best-selling novelist
who has stopped believing in true love agree to a summer-long
writing project that challenges them write well in each others’ styles.

The roommate

Get a life, Chloe Brown : a novel

by Rosie Danan

by Talia Hibbert

A millennial struggling with underemployment and the dating scene
accepts a childhood crush’s invitation to move cross-country before
finding herself sharing a lease with a charming but perceptive
stranger.

Emerging from a life-threatening illness, a fiercely organized but
unfulfilled computer geek recruits a mysterious artist to help her
establish meaning in her life, before finding herself engaged in
reckless but thrilling activities.

Less : a novel

The kiss quotient

by Andrew Sean Greer

by Helen Hoang

Receiving an invitation to his ex-boyfriend's wedding, Arthur, a failed
novelist on the eve of his fiftieth birthday, embarks on an international
journey that finds him falling in love, risking his life, reinventing
himself, and making connections with the past.

A 30-year-old math whiz with Asperger's tries to make her love life as
rich as her career by hiring an escort to help her with her lack of
knowledge and experience in the dating department.

